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ammonites discovered on a guided fossil hunt at osmington mills discovering fossils guided fossil hunts provide an the 
standard approach to looking at fossils in the geological column is to assume that lower is older since the geologic 
column represents millions of years of earth Fossils Alive!: New Walks in an Old Field: 

Imagine being a time traveller traveling back millions of years in time to join wildlife safaris and visit ancient 
environments teeming with life In Fossils Alive experience the fauna flora and landscapes of ten localities in the 
geological past of Scotland You will catch fish in a Devonian lake 380 million years ago in Caithness escape a great 
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tsunami at Helmsdale following a Jurassic earthquake and then explore the Carboniferous forests rivers and volcanoes 
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fungus see photo the standard approach to looking at fossils in the geological column is to assume that lower is older 
since the geologic column represents millions of years of earth 
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